
Name: _________________________________ 

Spelling Words
Level E: Math Words

Spelling Words Basic

addend

subtraction

difference

dividend

probability

geometry 

symmetry

polygon

octagon

cylinder

pyramid

graphing

radius

diameter

perimeter

decimal

numeral

numerator

denominator

infinity 

product

fraction

angle 

Challenge

circumference

measurement

Answer the questions.

1.        Does the word cylinder begin with a soft c sound or a hard c sound? ______________________

2.  In the word, dividend, do you hear the long i sound, such as in slide? ______________________

3.  How many syllables does the word radius have?                                    ______________________

4.  How many syllables does the word circumference have?            ______________________

Write a spelling word for each definition.

5.  plotting or tracing on a grid   _________________________

6.  a straight line that runs through the center of a circle _________________________

7.  the line that forms the boundary of a geometric shape _________________________

8. a state of boundlessness or limitlessness   _________________________  

Unscramble the spelling words. 

9.  rdypmai          ____________________     hint: a three-dimensional shape with triangle faces

10.  cagonto          ____________________    hint: a shape with eight sides and eight angles 

11.  urotmaner       ____________________    hint: the number above the line in a common fraction

12.  notimdaenor   ____________________    hint: the number below the line in a common fraction 
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Name: _________________________________                     Level E: Math Words

Complete each sentence with a spelling word from the box.

numeral polygon addend probability

decimal subtraction symmetry difference

13.  A  _____________________  is a two-dimensional shape with at least three straight sides.   

14.  In an addition problem, each number that is being added is called an ___________________.

15.  Another word for a number, figure, or digit is a  _____________________. 

16. If you can fold a shape in half, and both halves line up evenly, the shape is said to have 

_____________________.

17. When you subtract two or more numbers, the answer is called the  _____________________. 

18. What is the  ________________________  of rolling an even number on a six-sided die?

19. When you take one number or amount away from another, it is called  ___________________.

20. Kyle has mastered dividing whole numbers, but it is more difficult for him to divide a whole

number by a  ________________________. 

Answer the questions.

21.  Which spelling word is another term for the answer to a               ___________________________

multiplication problem?  

22. Identify the spelling word that refers to the space between         ___________________________

two intersecting lines at the point where they meet.     

23. Which of your spelling words means a “fragment, portion, or       ___________________________

segment”?           

24. Identify the spelling word that describes the branch of math       ___________________________

in which we study shapes, lines, points, and surfaces.                    

25. Is the word measurement a noun, a verb, or an adjective?       ___________________________
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ANSWER KEY

Spelling Words
Level E – Math Words

Spelling Words Basic

addend

subtraction

difference

dividend

probability

geometry 

symmetry

polygon

octagon

cylinder

pyramid

graphing

radius

diameter

perimeter

decimal

numeral

numerator

denominator

infinity 

product

fraction

angle

Challenge

circumference

measurement

Answer the questions.

1.        Does the word cylinder begin with a soft c sound or a hard c sound? soft c   sound

2.  In the word, dividend, do you hear the long i sound, such as in slide? no

3.  How many syllables does the word radius have?                                    three syllables

4.  How many syllables does the word circumference have?            four syllables

Write a spelling word for each definition.

5.  plotting or tracing on a grid   graphing

6.  a straight line that runs through the center of a circle diameter

7.  the line that forms the boundary of a geometric shape perimeter

8. a state of boundlessness or limitlessness   infinity  

Unscramble the spelling words. 

9.  rdypmai          pyramid            hint: a three-dimensional shape with triangle faces

10.  cagonto          octagon        hint: a shape with eight sides and eight angles 

11.  urotmaner       numerator        hint: the number above the line in a common fraction

12.  notimdaenor   denominator       hint: the number below the line in a common fraction 
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Name: _________________________________                     Level E: Math Words

Complete each sentence with a spelling word from the box.

numeral polygon addend probability

decimal subtraction symmetry difference

13.  A  polygon  is a two-dimensional shape with at least three straight sides.   

14.  In an addition problem, each number that is being added is called an  addend.

15.  Another word for a number, figure, or digit is a  numeral. 

16. If you can fold a shape in half, and both halves line up evenly, the shape is said to have 

symmetry.

17. When you subtract two or more numbers, the answer is called the  difference. 

18. What is the  probability  of rolling an even number on a six-sided die?

19. When you take one number or amount away from another, it is called  subtraction.

20. Kyle has mastered dividing whole numbers, but it is more difficult for him to divide a whole

number by a  decimal. 

Answer the questions.

21.  Which spelling word is another term for the answer to a               product 

multiplication problem?  

22. Identify the spelling word that refers to the space between         angle 

two intersecting lines at the point where they meet.     

23. Which of your spelling words means a “fragment, portion, or       fraction

segment”?           

24. Identify the spelling word that describes the branch of math       geometry 

in which we study shapes, lines, points, and surfaces.                    

25. Is the word measurement a noun, a verb, or an adjective?       noun
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